
 

 

 

 
 

Vladivostok Sea Fishing Port 
Site address: Vladivostok, Berezovaya Ul., 25. 

Location: Territory of Vladmorrybport, pier 47 

Project info: 

• Construction of a specialized refrigeration and storage infrastructure and creation of an interregional 

wholesale distribution centre 

• Total capital investment in the project is estimated at RUB 800–1,200 million  

• Approved architectural plan and design solutions 

• Approved ammonia + carbon dioxide NH3+CO2 cascade cooling system providing a temperature of -18 to 

-32°C 

After the refrigeration and storage complex is commissioned, it is planned to increase the port’s freight 

turnover up to 500–700 thousand tonnes of fish products a year, as well as one-time processing – up to 7 fleet units at 

the port terminals. 

The stand will demonstrate a scale model of an industrial 40,000-tonne refrigerator for transshipment and 

storage of fish products. The signing of a contract for refrigeration equipment is planned as part of the event. 

 



 

 

 

Public Corporation Fund for Promoting Housing and Utilities Reform  
Public Corporation Fund for Promoting Housing and Utilities Reform was established in accordance with 

Federal Law No. 185-FZ of July 21, 2007 “On the Fund for Assisting Reform of Housing and Utilities”. 

The aim of the Housing and Utilities Fund is to create safe and favourable living conditions, establish effective 

mechanisms for housing stock management and introduce resource-saving technologies. 

The Fund’s stand presents the main tools used during its information and explanatory activities designed to 

teach people the basics of residential building management, train responsible house owners and promote the 

fundamentals of energy saving. The new mobile application of the Housing and Utilities Reform information system: 

“Housing and Utilities Reform: Housing Fund of Russia”, developed by the Housing and Utilities Fund to improve 

information accessibility for the public, helps in supervising the work of managing organisations, implementing 

programmes for resettling people from derelict housing, and completing repairs to residential buildings. 

 

Belarus 
Belarus and the Far Eastern Federal District of Russia possess an enormous potential for developing 

investment cooperation in exploring high-tech industries. Belarus is steadily increasing production of high-tech 

products, especially in such sectors as petrochemicals, machine-building, metallurgy, electronics, optics, IT, transport, 

and pharmaceuticals. Food industry enterprises not only provide high-quality food products to the country’s residents 

(up to 90% of domestic consumption), but also export a significant share of the products. 

The national exposition of Belarus at EEF 2017 is represented by the National Marketing Centre of the 

Republic of Belarus, the State Committee for Science and Technology, BelAZ, MAZ, Amkodor, and MTZ dealers, as 

well as Belgospischeprom Concern enterprises that will demonstrate the country’s investment opportunities in the 

spheres of innovation, machine-building, car manufacturing and the food industry. 

 

DV-ENGINEERING 
DV-ENGINEERING (Vladivostok) is a joint project of INSYSTEMS (part of the LANIT Group) and the Legrand 

Group. The enterprise is engaged in uninterruptible power supply generation production, including assembly of 

equipment, calibration and installation of the software, testing of UPS remote monitoring and synchronization 

systems, checks on its operability, and output quality control for each product. DV-ENGINEERING is a tenant of Free 

Port Vladivostok.  

The project is being implemented with support from the Corporation for Development of the Far East. The 

equipment meets Russian and European quality standards.  

Highly qualified specialists certified at Legrand plants are involved in all the work.  

The Legrand Group is a global specialist in comprehensive solutions for electrical and information 

infrastructures of buildings. INSYSTEMS provides the full range of services on industrial, civil and special construction 

facility provision with engineering and information systems. 

 

The Neva Towers complex 
The Neva Towers complex is the flagship project of the Renaissance Development company, part of the 

Renaissance international holding. 

Neva Towers on the territory of MIBC “Moscow City” is a modern, multifunctional complex with apartments, a 

private park, panoramic swimming pool and club infrastructure. 

Optimal apartment areas and breathtaking 360 degree views, thanks to its separate location from the other 

towers in Moscow City, as well as the best conditions in Moscow, have made Neva Towers one of the most popular 

complexes in the city. 

The complex concept, with its architecture, infrastructure and location, puts it on a par with luxury apartment 

buildings in New York, Miami, Dubai and London... 

Today, Neva Towers is the most successful project on the Moscow real estate market in its segment, 

according to international real estate agency Savills. 

 


